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SUMMARY The secret document leakage incidents have raised aware-
ness for the need to better security mechanisms. A leading cause of the
incidents has been due to accidental disclosure through via removable stor-
age devices. As a remedy to the issue, many organizations have been em-
ploying private cloud platform or virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) to
prevent the leakage of the secret documents. In spite of the various se-
curity benefits of cloud-based infrastructure, there are still challenges to
prevent the secret document leakage incidents. In this paper, we present
a novel scheme, called Doc-Trace, to provide an end-to-end traceability
for the secret documents by inserting steganographic pattern into unused
regions of the secret documents on private cloud and VDI platforms. We
devise a computationally efficient storage scanning mechanism for provid-
ing end-to-end traceability for the storage scanning can be performed in an
event-driven manner since a steganographic mark are encoded into a well-
regulated offset address of the storage, which decrease the computation
overhead drastically. To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed scheme,
this work has been undertaken on a real cloud platform based on Open-
Stack.
key words: data traceability, cloud computing

1. Introduction

The secret document leakage incidents is defined as the ac-
cidental or unintentional distribution of sensitive data to an
unauthorized parties [1]. A leading cause of the incidents
has been through network or via removable storage devices.
As a countermeasure, many organizations are employing
virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) to prevent the leakage
of the secret documents [2], [3]. In spite of the various secu-
rity benefits of VDI, there is still challenges to prevent the
secret document leakage incidents [4].

In this paper, we propose a novel scheme, called Doc-
Trace, to provide a traceability framework for the secret
documents in cloud computing environment. The works of
inserting steganography into file have been carried out to
send/receive secret data [5]–[7]. Our proposal is utilized for
providing traceability of the secret document rather than for
hiding the data. The steganography technology we proposed
acts as a core not only to allow a host-level traceability but
also to provide tamper-resistant trace mechanism for the se-
cret documents. Overall contributions of this work can be
summarized as follow:

First, we devised a steganography-based document
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trace mechanism for cloud computing environment, termed
Doc-Trace. It injects a steganographic mark into the secret
documents for providing end-to-end traceability. Therefore,
steganography technology is utilized for providing trace-
ability of the secret document rather than for hiding the data.
In result, the steganography technology acts as a core not
only to allow a host-level traceability but also to provide
tamper-resistant trace mechanism for the secret documents.

Second, we devised a computationally efficient storage
scanning mechanism for providing end-to-end traceability
for the secret documents in a real cloud computing environ-
ment. More specifically, the storage scanning can be per-
formed in an event-driven manner since a steganographic
mark are encoded into a well-regulated offset address of the
storage, which decrease the computation overhead drasti-
cally. This mechanism is implemented as a driver module
in hypervisor layer. The driver is triggered whenever the
steganographic marks inside the secret documents is mod-
ified so that the secret documents containing the mark are
traced by the event-driven monitoring mechanism.

Last but not least, this work has been undertaken on an
OpenStack-based real cloud computing testbed.

We devised mechanism to maximize the efficiency of
file tracking documents in cloud platform. To exmaple it,
we investigate thoroughly Compound File Binary Format
(CFBF) [8] used in Microsoft Office as a standard file for-
mat. We then identified spare or unused regions of CFBF-
based files. Based on the investigation, we devised an en-
coding scheme for injecting steganographic mark and usage
logs into the secret document files in cloud, which allows
trace to be identified by the centralized security center.In
this paper, we proposed scanning method for CFBF (such as
PPT, XLS, DOC, MSI). But if the position of the inserted
pattern can be fixed, regardless of private cloud or VDI en-
vironment, tracking file and leakage detection could be pos-
sible. Our proposed scheme is fully compatible and inde-
pendent with existing computing environment: the stegano-
graphic mark and usage logs are embedded into the secret
documents without any violation of standard; Doc-Trace in-
spects the secret documents from outside for providing an
end-to-end visibility for file transactions.

Doc-Trace, which we proposed, can be applied in en-
vironment as Fig. 1. Doc-Trace can also be used in cloud
platforms where multiple VMs are running. When the docu-
ment is edited in private cloud, our system monitors it in hy-
pervisor layerl which manages block-storage [9], [10]. So,
tracing document can be possible even without installing
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Fig. 1 Overview of Doc-Trace on cloud platform

agent inside VM. Therefore, malicious user will not be able
to evade the trace.

Composition of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, we
discuss the details about analyzed contents of filesystem to
utilize Doc-Trace. In Sect. 3, we describe the scenario and
algorithm of Doc-Trace. In Sect. 4, we explain result of
Doc-Trace experiment. Finally, at Sect. 5, conclusion.

2. Prototyping Doc-Trace in Cloud

2.1 Identifying Regions for Steganographic Marking

CFBF is a compound document file format by Microsoft for
storing numerous files and streams within a single file on a
storage. The format manages to several blocks that have 512
bytes and has a structure that can be saved as a directory and
file like a file system. As shown in Fig. 2, CFBF is divided
into three sections: Sector Allocation Table (SAT) that holds
the size of 512 bytes; Short-SAT (SSAT) that holds smaller
size than SAT’s; and Directory Entry (DE) that holds the
size of 128 bytes. In order to identify the proper regions
to insert steganographic marking, we extracted spare or un-
used regions by means of referring to the sector table on
each section and tracing the file stream. The sections of
SAT and SSAT are identified to inappropriate regions to in-
sert the steganographic marking since the section may not be
ensured depending on the size of the corresponding file. In
contrast, the DE is considered to an appropriate region since
one CFBF contains multiple DE, and the DE is an essential
elements of CFBF. Therefore, we focused on searching the
spare regions in DEs and we found the start position of the
first DE by referring to the CFBF header located in offset
0x30. Each DE (size of 128 bytes) consists of two parts.
The first part (64 bytes) is for storing the entry name. The
remaining part (64 bytes) contains the offset of the next DE.
It allows to traverse the whole DE of the CFBF, looking up
the offset of each successive DE as a chain until the end of
the DE is reached. Among the DEs, the first DE is a special
DE, called RootEntry that marks the beginning of the DE,
used by every CFBF. The size of RootEntry is static (22
bytes), so that the remaining regions (42 bytes) can be used
as the first spare region to insert a steganographic marking
into the corresponding file.

Fig. 2 Overview of compound file binary format architecture

Fig. 3 Steganographic marking into compound file binary format
(CFBF)

2.2 Inserting Steganographic Mark into Secret Documents

Figure 2 shows how the steganographic mark and usage logs
can be encoded into the identified spare region of CFBF. The
first rule is that the steganographic mark is inserted into the
first spare region located in the first DE. Since the size of
the first spare region is static (42 bytes), the first 38 bytes is
used to store the steganographic mark to prevent the secret
documents from occurring false positive. The remaining 4
bytes are used to record the offset for the spare region of the
next DE. The second rule is that the next spare regions are
used for storing usage logs. Consequently, by referring to
the two offsets (for the next DE and for the next spare re-
gion of the next DE), whole spare region can be accessed as
a linked list of spare regions. This two-rules-based encoding
scheme allows Doc-Trace not only to comply the file for-
mat of CFBF, but also to utilize a large size of spare region
for storing usage logs of the file. The usage logs contains
following information: access users, access times, modified
time, last saved time, access IP, file location, etc.

2.3 Applying Doc-Trace into Cloud Platform

To gain end-to-end visibility for the transactions of the se-
cret documents, we present our prototype applying Doc-
Trace scheme on an OpenStack-based cloud platform. Doc-
Trace Driver is implemented as a driver module in hyper-
visor layer. The driver is triggered whenever the embed-
ded marks inside the secret documents are modified so that
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Fig. 4 Deploying Doc-Trace in cloud platform

the secret documents containing the mark are traced by the
event-driven monitoring mechanism. When write request is
valid on storage, the request is passed to LVM and applied
to block storage. If the request is invalid, it is blocked in
Host-Level. Therefore, the system we proposed can detect
malicious user trying to copy the file or delete steganogra-
phy by tracking files. This mechanism has been undertaken
on an OpenStack-based real cloud computing testbed. The
details of algorithm are followed.

2.3.1 Detection of Steganographic Mark Change for Se-
cret Document Tracking

The monitoring operations based on Doc-Trace are per-
formed as a driver module on the host layer, which is tightly
coupled with LVM (Logical Volume Manager). LVM acts
as a device mapper that provides block storage to users on
private cloud or VDI platforms. LVM is divided into PV
(Physical Volume) which is typically a hard disk, PE (Phys-
ical Extent) which has the same size as the logical extents
for the volume group, and LE (Logical Extent) which is split
into chunks of data. Users who use virtual block storage
are allocated to LV (Logical Volume) which is visible as a
standard block device. Because LV acts as block device in
host, direct access to virtual disk can be possible. That is,
files injected steganography can be scanned directly in host.
Doc-Trace utilizes such features of LVM to trace secret doc-
uments efficiently.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of detection al-
gorithm. When the user requests write operations on stor-
age, addr and data are delivered to Doc-Trace function. If
17(16) is the value of the delivered addr modulo 512 bytes,
size of a sector, steganography could be embedded in addr
(Line 9). If the above condition is satisfied, addr-29(16) can
be used to derive the last written time of the correspond-
ing secret document (Line 10). Then if addris not included
in a set of addresses storing steganographic mark and data
matches with signature stored in addr, the requested opera-
tion is considered as file-copying operation (Line 11-12). If
addr is included in a set of addresses storing steganographic
mark and data does not match with signature stored in addr,
the requested operation is considered as operation to modify
signature (Line 13-14). Otherwise, if addr is included in a
set of addresses storing steganographic mark and time does
not match with last written time stored in addr, we update
the trace log of d.addr into database (Line 15-17).

Algorithm 1 Detection of steganographic mark change for
secret document tracking
1: procedure Doc-Trace(addr, data) �
2: addr: access address, data: data to be written into storage
3: S block: size of a sector (512 bytes)
4: D: a set of elements in log database for secret document tracking
5: · D.addr: a set of addresses storing steganographic mark
6: · D.addr.sig: signature corresponding to the element stored in addr
7: · D.addr.time: last written time of the element stored in addr
8: · D.addr.log: log data corresponding to the element stored in addr
9: if (addr mod S block) = 17(16) then

10: time← time data stored on (addr − 29(16))
11: if (addr � D.addr) ∧ (data = D.addr.sig) then
12: Operation← Filecopy
13: else if (addr ∈ D.addr) ∧ (data � D.addr.sig) then
14: Operation←Malicious behavior
15: else if (addr ∈ D.addr) ∧ (time � D.addr.time) then
16: Operation← Update for the trace log of D.addr
17: D.addr.log← TraceLog
18: end if
19: end if
20: end procedure

3. Experminet

3.1 Measuring Operation Overhead Occurs while Moni-
toring

To retain traceability of secret documents, it is essential to
scan storage. To compare Doc-trace scanning and agent
based scanning, we measured each operation overhead.
Scanning storage makes overhead inevitably. For details,
we conducted the following experiments. We used ubuntu
16.04, 16GB of memory and normal HDD as storage server
and used Windows 7 SP1 64bit, 4GB of memory and 50GB
of block storage as VM. We measured CPU utilization and
memory utilization while scanning storages. Details of the
performance results are as follows. CPU utilization took
6% share and memory utilization took 11% share for agent-
based scanning. On the other hand, CPU utilization took 0%
share and memory utilization took 0% for Doc-trace scan-
ning we proposed. Because Doc-trace we designed does not
require agent on VM, the scheme does not make overhead
at all.

3.2 Efficiency of Storage Scanning Mechanism Based on
Doc-Trace

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed storage
scanning scheme, we compared agent-based and host-based
storage scanning with storage scanning scheme based on
Doc-Trace. We measured the storage scanning latency of
each method with varying the size of storage. Figure 5
shows the performance comparison. In the storage of 1GB,
storage scanning based on agent took 1.5s, storage scanning
based on host took 0.98s while the mechanism we proposed
took 0.002s. In the storage of 10GB, agent-based scanning
took 117.8s, host-based scanning took 76.97s while the pro-
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Fig. 5 Measuring storage scanning latency with varying storage size

posed scheme took only 0.12s. The results show the mech-
anism we designed is 975 times faster in performance than
agent-based scanning, and 633 times faster than host-based
scanning. Doc-trace outperforms other scanning methods.
This is clear given that other scanning methods require more
latency times to find steganography, as shown in Fig. 1. In
addition, this mechanism is implemented as a driver mod-
ule in hypervisor layer. The driver is triggered whenever the
embedded marks inside the secret documents is modified so
that the secret documents containing the mark are traced by
the event-driven monitoring mechanism.

4. Conclusion

Our task has been to provide an end-to-end visibility for se-
cret documents by inserting steganographic pattern in cloud
computing environment such as VDI. To accomplish this
task, we proposed Doc-Trace to gain end-to-end visibility
for the transactions of the secret documents by inserting
steganographic pattern into spare or unused regions of the
secret documents. To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
scheme, we applied the proposed Doc-Trace scheme into a
real cloud platform based on OpenStack. To track the docu-
ment efficiently, we proposed the searching-friendly mech-
anism. The results showed the mechanism we designed is
975 times faster in performance than agent-based scanning,
and 633 times faster than host-based scanning. Last but
not least, the operational resilience of Doc-Trace should be
guaranteed for providing sustainability. Our next step is to
consider the trustworthiness for the steganographic marking.
Currently, we are investigating Doc-Trace from the perspec-

tives of traceability without the consideration of operational
resilience. We believe that putting trusted platform mech-
anism and trusted marking schemes is an appropriate way
forward. We are working towards an advanced Doc-Trace-
based leakage prevention system with more trustworthiness
against anti-trace attacks.
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